Marijuana Party:
Response to Canadian Network on Corporate Accountability
election questionnaire

The social facts are headed towards Canada, as a small component of Globalized
Neolithic Civilization, degenerating from colonialism to neofeudalism. That is
indicated by how public opinion polls indicate that the Liberal Party will continue to form
the government after the 43rd General Elections, despite the illustrating examples of the
son of a previous Prime Minister becoming a Prime Minister who could effectively order
the law NOT to be enforced against one of the most corrupt corporations in the world.
The existing political economy is based on private banks creating the public money
supplies out of nothing as debts, which frauds are enforced by the government of
Canada, as well as almost all other governments. Big corporations grew up around
those big banks being able to create the public money supplies out of nothing as debts,
both in Canada, as well as almost everywhere else around the world. "Foreign
investments" is mostly another scam, based on that underlying situation of
effectively legalized counterfeiting. Pretty well everything regarding the
established political economy is based on ENFORCING FRAUDS.

Political economy is quite inconceivably crazy and corrupt to the core.
Those already existing money/murder systems
will continue to maximize their maliciousness!
Due to the entrenched legal fictions, or legalized lies, that corporations are "persons,"
pretty well everything that is supposed to increase "human rights" tends to actually get
applied to extend the powers of corporations to be above the power of governments,
despite the theory that governments were supposed to have created and regulated
those corporations. For instance, the last I looked, about 75% of the court cases based
on the Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms were done to benefit corporations, as
illustrated by the history of many of the most important court cases decided by the SCC
having a corporation as the participant in upholding rights and freedoms (but NOT for
flesh and blood human beings, but rather for those corporations.) Indeed, in my view,

many people campaigning for "human rights" fail to recognize the degree to which their
paradoxical results are to grant more power to corporations, in the overall situations
which amount to runaway fascist plutocracy juggernauts turning most flesh and
blood humans into road kill.
More on that overall perspective is presented here:

Party Leader "Biography" Blair T. Longley
The most important links from that are to:

Excellent Videos on Money Systems
NOTHING good is actually going to be done with respect to "mandatory human rights
and due diligence legislation."
I note that the first listed Member of your umbrella organization is Above Ground, and
that the Export Development Canada is quite understandably emphasized in particular
in your third question. However, given the degree to which the international bankers,
who are the best organized gangsters, i.e., banksters, have always dominated
Canada, and continue to do so now, in ways which are automatically getting worse,
faster, it seems to me to indulging in beliefs in impossible ideals to expect that big
corporations and big governments based on their frauds being enforced are going to
stop their trends toward almost exponentially increasing fraudulence.
The bogus "legalization" of cannabis has rapidly recapitulated the patterns everywhere
else, manifesting as more disgust class warfare. While it used to be that the bigger
political parties had deliberately set up the elections laws so that they would have ten
thousand times more funding than the Marijuana Party, the newly "legalized" cannabis
industry has millions of times more money than the Marijuana Party. Therefore, the
Marijuana Party has become even more insignificant than previously, while everything
we worked for to "legalize" marijuana has actually resulted in big governments and big
corporations capturing control over cannabis, in ways which overall increase the fascist
plutocracy as well as the related fascist police state powers that serve and protect that
fascist plutocracy.

The realistic answer to your questions is nothing.

